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 The extent to which NZ aid policy is, or should be, coupled with NZ foreign policy 

permeates our present discussion.  Given the relatively modest size of NZ‟s ODA 

effort, the question remains perhaps one of degree rather than absolute decree.  

However overdue commitment to seriously and actually improve NZ  ODA 

performance as a percentage of GNI (in terms of reaching the  internationally agreed 

0.7% target), would alter the balance more probably in favour of a stand alone agency 

with effective connexion to MFAT. 

 

 NZ retains genuine global interests. Alone its international influence is tenuous. But in 

the South Pacific, what the country does, or fails to do, in its own right does count. NZ 

ODA policy is intrinsic to NZ political relationships inside the region.  NZ foreign 

policy and aid policy are presently however in a state of functional transformation. The 

intention to apply „a business model‟ to NZ pursuit of its external interests is 

exceptional in today‟s world. Other countries, large and small, have weighed but 

discarded a „business model‟ for external relations conduct, opting instead to 

strengthen customary  diplomacy with an inclusive balance of political, economic, 

commercial and security professionalism – a recipe that served NZ interests 

previously. There is indeed no international best practice against which NZ reformers 

can measure their new „business model‟ revisions which involve eliminating 

measurable levels of senior and mid-level professional experience inside MFAT and 

NZAID.  It is far too early therefore to judge how realistic is the stated goal for NZ 

ODA to “work seamlessly” with NZ diplomacy   to improve sustainable development 

in the South Pacific thereby enhancing NZ‟s mana.   NZ was the prime mover of 

South Pacific regionalism over 50 years ago but its primacy inside the contemporary 
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Pacific Islands Forum (PIF) now confronts, along with that of Australia, growing 

resistance. 

 

 After seven years with a semi autonomous NZ aid agency, the „business model‟ 

reforms have restored aid responsibility to MFAT. It was a fairly short lived 

experiment. It could signify some danger   that ODA management could become a 

political football decided essentially according to political whim.   „Business model‟ 

precepts are now however    reflected by the systematic refocussing of ODA support  

for  remunerative economic development notably in infrastructure in the South Pacific 

– remunerative that is, both to the giver and to  the receiver. Here NZ is swimming 

against the prevailing international ODA tide and international opinion which 

specifically prioritises poverty alleviation.  

 

 Dramatic shifts in the centre of global economic gravity, especially the advances by 

East Asia is transforming the balance of NZ external interests. Our strategic goal is 

now defined as support for creation of a more competitive NZ economy internationally 

through greater pursuit of FTA and official support of NZ business.  The trade and 

investment dimension is paramount. Yet NZ experience of the past 40 years 

conclusively demonstrates that durable economic relationships depend first and 

foremost upon dedicated diplomatic engagement and partnership. Present policy does 

emphasise the need for existing  traditional  NZ alliances, relationships and markets to 

be sustained and extended; but it is noteworthy that the focus and  the language NZ 

political leaders in respect to East Asia and other emerging economies invariably 

centres  on the single dimension of growing  bilateral trade and investment, and 

effectively discounts  broader foreign policy convergence.  

 

 In 2010 the Prime Minister stated that “the NZ relationship with China is 

unquestionably and unashamedly an economic relationship”. Fonterra‟s  significant 

mishaps since  with infant formula milk powder in more than one place  and  mistakes 

over NZ meat exports to China confirm that government affirmative or  remedial 

action, in other words sustained  diplomacy, is indispensable first  to create and then to 

safeguard opportunity. Our new „business model‟ for external relations conduct  even 

when backed by a „whole of government‟ commitment but with  slimmed down public 
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service supervision, emphasises commercial agility which is of course vital; but on  the 

evidence, insufficient alone for enduring predictable economic partnership.       

 

 At the bottom line a traditional NZ psychology of dependency which is the product of   

20
th
 century tensions and conflict, still imbues our response to gravitational change in 

the world economy and an emerging more hybrid international political order. 

Following   two decades under successive governments from the end of the 1980s  NZ  

displayed nimble  effective  external accomplishment, globally and regionally, 

politically and economically,  as „ a friend but not an ally‟ of any major power.  But 

now we purposefully seek to recultivate in triplicate traditional dependency by 

restoring a de facto military alliance with the US;   aligning our GCSB spy operations 

further in conformity with American practice; and  pursuing the goal of  economic 

policy convergence through TPP negotiations with Washington. NZ has never 

previously ventured such an economic relationship with a powerful economy which 

involves something much more than a straightforward   FTA.   

 

  Obviously it is common sense to be on good terms with the most powerful country. 

NZ shares many values and interests with the US. But we have other interests as well 

and have demonstrated capacity to operate successfully and independently beneath the 

radar screen of the powerful.  Yet NZ‟s national existence is as a consequence, not 

threatened.  But the real point here is the contrast between our approach to US 

relationship building and that with respect to East Asia, to which NZ future wellbeing 

is now inextricably connected, but where our focus is confined effectively to the single 

dimension of bilateral trade expansion, and not accompanied by greater   coherent   

foreign policy convergence.               

 

 The traditional psychology of NZ dependence colours NZ ODA in the South Pacific. 

Our approach is presented as a contribution to leadership order in the world. Our 

efforts absolve the US from additional burdens in the South Pacific. Yet NZ South 

Pacific obligations stem primarily from historical connexions, constitutional 

responsibilities, geographical realities and neighbourhood care; not from expectations 

of any superpower. This is an important distinction at a time when new donors with 

different   but successful economic models are entering the international aid scene 
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including the South Pacific.  Donor coordination is important for aid effectiveness, but 

not at the expense of NZ autonomy. With middle level power ambitions as a close ally 

of the US, and with a notably more generous ODA package than our own, Australia 

may be disposed to view its Pacific aid as a contribution to American leadership order.  

We should however cultivate the right degree of ODA autonomy employing a 

transparent balance of NZ civil society and of NZ private sector talents to ensure 

effectiveness. In the overall context of aid and foreign policy, the NZ initiative for a 

first ever joint aid project with China in the Cook Islands is commendable. Although 

the challenges of getting it right are doubtless substantial, it provides perhaps a small 

omen for the future.  

                                   ***********************           

   


